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What is Grid Computing?

• Hardware and software infrastructure that 
provides dependable, consistent, pervasive, and 
inexpensive access to high-end computational 
capabilities.

• Main paradigm for compute intensive scientific 
applications but is now becoming an important 
model for commercial applications.

• Grid computing is about sharing resources
(computing, storage, data storage, and service 
providers) in a transparent manner with good 
Quality of Service.
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Virtual Organizations (VOs)

• Provide non trivial QoS: faster response to 
changing business needs, better utilization 
and service level performance, and lower 
IT operating costs.

• Integration and coordination of resources 
that belong to different  domains 
characterized by different resource 
management and security policies.
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systems, etc).
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Within a VO. Platforms for
Developing applications:

• Globus Alliance’s Globus
Toolkit

• IBM’s Grid Toolbox
•Sun Grid Engine
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http://doesciencegrid.org/projects/GPDK/
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http://workbench.sdsc.edu/
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http://fightaidsathome.scripps.edu/download-FAAH.html
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http://www.gridalliance.org/en/index.asp
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Motivating Example
• An insurance company wants to increase its profit by 

minimizing its risk and attracting/retaining more customers.
• Traditionally, insurance companies use risk assessment 

models (RAMs) that place customers into very broad  
categories:
– All non-smoking male straight-A college students under 

the age of 25.
• Our insurance company wants to use customized RAMs:

– John Doe who is a non-smoking male straight-A student 
at George Mason University, is 24 years old, is a 
member of the Association for Computing Machinery, a 
member of a programming team that won a regional  
prize in an ACM-sponsored programming contest, has a 
very good credit record, undergoes a physical exam 
every year and is in perfect health, and has a clean 
record with federal, state, and local law enforcement 
agencies.
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Motivating Example (cont’d)

• The IC plans to harness the resources in its 
worldwide network of computers to provide the 
infrastructure to run the customized models.

• Three types of insurance quotes:
– Immediate: use simple RAMs and return results in a 

few seconds
– Non-immediate: return results in a few minutes while 

the user is still online and uses more complex RAMs
– Delayed: may take hours to process and uses very 

sophisticated RAMs. Results provided by e-mail.
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QoS Metrics in a Grid Environment
• Latency: time to execute a task.

– Application layer:
• Average time to complete immediate quote requests
• 95-percentile of the time to respond to non-immediate queries
• Elapsed time to return a delayed quote

– Collective layer:
• Average time to perform co-reservation and co-allocation of 

resources to run a RAM
– Resource layer:

• Time to access a specific resource through the Grid Resource 
Access Management protocol.

– Connectivity layer:
• Time to perform an authentication on behalf of a customer to a 

financial organization using the GSI.
– Fabric layer:

• Time taken by the database server at a health insurance company 
to reply to a query.
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QoS Metrics in a Grid Environment
• Throughput: units of work executed per unit time.

– Application layer:
• Number of delayed requests processed per second.

– Collective layer:
• Number of queries per second that can be handled by the directory 

service used to locate resources across different VOs.
– Resource layer:

• Effective transfer rate (in KB/sec) under the Grid-FTP protocol used 
to transfer files among computers running RAMs.

• Queries/sec that can be processed by the database server of a law 
enforcement agency needed by a RAM application

– Connectivity layer:
• Throughput (in KB/sec) of a secure connection between an instance 

of a RAM model and a database service that provides information 
about customers.

– Fabric layer:
• Number of CPU cycles per second obtained from a machine 

involved in processing a task that is part of a parallel RAM 
evaluation.
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QoS Metrics in a Grid Environment
• Availability: fraction of time a resource/application is 

available for use
– Application layer:

• Fraction of time that the immediate quote requests application is 
available.

– Collective layer:
• Fraction of a time that the directory service used to locate resources 

across different VOs is available.
– Resource layer:

• Fraction of time that a specific computing node is available for
allocation to a RAM instance.

– Connectivity layer:
• Fraction of time that a proxy authentication request succeeds in

authenticating a user with a law enforcement agency.
– Fabric layer:

• Fraction of time that a computing node is available during the 
execution of a RAM instance.
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Metrics Across Layers

• Elapsed time to process a delayed quote 
request depends on:
– Time to reserve computing cycles for the duration of 

the RAM evaluation
– Time to co-allocate resources
– Time to authenticate with databases outside the 

insurance company
– Time to obtain inputs from external databases
– Time to transfer data files to different nodes of a 

parallel job running a RAM
– Time to execute the RAM
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Grid Resource Allocation and SLAs

• Problem: map application-level SLAs to 
lower-level SLAs.
– How to select service providers and the 

services within these service providers in a 
way that global SLAs are met at minimum 
cost?
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Grid Resource Allocation and SLAs

• RAM evaluation requires NC million CPU 
cycles and has to be completed in at most 
Tmax time units and its computational cost 
cannot exceed Cmax dollars.

• There are three available computing 
resources with speed si in 106 cycles/sec 
and cost ci in dollars/sec.

• Possible co-allocations: (1), (2), (3), (1,2), 
(1,3), (1,3), and (1,2,3)
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Grid Resource Allocation and SLAs

• N: number of 
computing resources

• NCi: number of cycles 
allocated to 
computing resource i.

• T: execution time of a 
given allocation

• C: cost of an 
allocation.
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Grid Resource Allocation and SLAs

• If there are no cost 
constraints, the 
solution that 
minimizes the total 
execution time is the 
one that allocates 
more cycles to the 
faster resources in 
proportion to its 
speed:
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Grid Resource Allocation 
Optimization Problems

• Problem 1 (execution time minimization): “Find 
the feasible solution that satisfies the cost 
constraint at minimum execution time.”

• Problem 2 (cost minimization): “Find the feasible 
solution that minimizes the cost C and that 
satisfies the execution time constraint.”
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Execution Time Minimization

Node
 speed (si) 

Mcycles/sec 
cost/sec 
(ci) $/sec

1 1,000            0.1
2 2,000            0.25
3 3,000            0.6

NC 10,000,000    Mcycles
Tmax 4,800$           sec
Cmax 1,500$          

Allocation T C
1 10,000,000     -                 -                 10,000       1,000         
2 -                 10,000,000     -                 5,000         1,250         
3 -                 -                 10,000,000     3,333         2,000         
1,2 3,333,333       6,666,667       0 3,333         1,167         
1,3 4,800,000       0 5,200,000       4,800         1,520         
2,3 0 6,666,667       3,333,333       3,333         1,500         
1,2,3 2,592,592.41  5,185,185.39  2,222,222.20  2,593         1,352         

Cycle Allocation (NCi)

Inputs:

Solution: Obtained using MS Excel’s Solver Tool.
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Cost Minimization

Node
 speed (si) 

Mcycles/sec 
cost/sec 
(ci) $/sec

1 1,000            0.1
2 2,000            0.25
3 3,000            0.6

NC 10,000,000    Mcycles
Tmax 4,800$           sec
Cmax 1,500$          

Inputs:

Solution: Obtained using MS Excel’s Solver Tool.

T C
1 10,000,000     -                 -                 10,000       1,000         
2 -                 10,000,000     -                 5,000         1,250         
3 -                 -                 10,000,000     3,333         2,000         
1,2 4,800,000       5,200,000       0 4,800         1,130         
1,3 5,000,000       0 5,000,000       5,000         1,500         
2,3 0 9,600,000       400,000          4,800         1,280         
1,2,3 4,800,000       5,200,000       -                 4,800         1,130         

Cycle Allocation (NCi)
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Comparing the Time and Cost 
Optimization Solutions

Allocation %Tmax %Cmax %Tmax %Cmax
(1,2) 69 78 100 75
(2,3) 69 100 100 85
(1,2,3) 54 90 90 75

Time Optimization Cost Optimization
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Assumption on Resources
• Resources are shared by more than one grid application
• Four classes of resources are considered:

– Compute resources: provide cycles to computations 
• (e.g., RAM evaluation).

– Service Provider resources: provide services upon request 
• (e.g., access to financial, law enforcement, and health insurance 

databases).
– Network resources: provide the bandwidth necessary for nodes 

of a grid to communicate and transfer data.
– Data Storage resources: provide storage for data generated 

during the computation of a grid application. 

• Several instances of a resource of a given class 
– e.g., several SPs that provide access to law enforcement 

databases
– e.g., SP nodes may offer the same functionality with different 

SLA and at different costs. 
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Task Graph
An application is formally 

specified by a task graph
• Three type of nodes

– Computation task nodes
specify nodes where 
computation is performed

– Service providing nodes
indicate the invocation of a 
service by a computation task.

– Logical data storage nodes
denote data stores used by 
tasks. These logical data 
storage elements have to be 
mapped into physical data 
storage devices, which may 
be accessed over a network.
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Task Graph: type of arcs

• Precedence arc. From computation task ti to 
task tj
– indicates that tj can only start after ti finishes 

and after ti has transmitted all the data it 
needs to send to tj . 

• Service request arc. From a computation 
task node to a service providing node
– indicates that task ti invokes service sj during 

its execution.
• Data storage arc. From task to data storage 

nodes and vice-versa
– indicates that task ti generates data storage 

dk. 
– indicates that ti uses data from storage 

element dk and therefore cannot start until 
the data storage is generated.
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Task Graph: Examples
Immediate quote service

Non 
Immediate 

quote 
service

Delayed quote service
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Formal Model

• Application related parameters
• Resource related parameters
• Cost related parameters
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Application Related Parameters
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Resource Related Parameters
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Cost Related Parameters
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Execution Time of a Grid 
Application

• T is a function of three components:
– Task execution time. The execution time of task ti

when running on computation resource k.
– Data transfer time. The write and read times for a task 

on a data storage m
– Network time. The network time associated with the 

transmission of data between tasks over a network 
resource
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Task Execution Time
• The execution time of task ti when running on 

computation resource k is given by

– Ks is the number of services sequentially invoked by task ti,
– Sp(ti) is a set of services invoked in parallel by task ti, 
– Π(ti) is the set of sets of parallel service invocations of task ti.

SP service time

DataStorage service time

Compute res. service time
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Data Transfer Time

• The write and read times for task i on data 
storage m, when it is mapped to physical data 
storage resource k are given by
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Network Time

• The network time Tk
i,j associated with the 

transmission of xi,j Mbits of data between tasks i
and j over network resource k is
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Logical to Physical Mapping

• Four mappings are required to compute the 
execution time T
– tasks to computing resources (TC),
– communication patterns to network resources (CN),
– service providers to physical service providers (SPA),
– data storage elements to physical storage elements 

(ST). 
• formally, a mapping is M=(TC, CN, SPA, ST)
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The Optimization Problem
• The optimization problem to be solved is: 

– given a grid application A, find the mapping M that minimizes the cost 
C(A,M) while satisfying the execution time SLA of T<=Tmax.

• The cost C(A,M) of running application A using mapping M is given 
by

Computing cost

Networking cost

Service Provider cost

Data Storage cost
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The Optimization Problem
• The optimization problem to be solved is: 

– given a grid application A, find the mapping M that minimizes the cost 
C(A,M) while satisfying the execution time SLA of T<=Tmax.

• The cost C(A,M) of running application A using mapping M is given 
by

Computing cost

Networking cost

Service Providers cost

Data Storages cost

This problem 
is NP-hard
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Heuristics
• A multi-resource assignment problem
• The scheduling algorithm (DES based) consists of:

– a loop that is executed until all logical entities are allocated to 
physical resources

tasks, communication pairs, 
logical SPs, logical data 
storage elements

computing resources, 
networks, physical SPs, 

and physical data storage 
resources

Loop
Domain selection

T+: task domain, 
C+, S+, N+, D+: resources (compute, 
SP, network and storage) domain

Heuristics
Domain Update

End Loop
Free, busy

Scheduled, 
non-scheduled
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Heuristic
The following two rules explain the heuristic used at an allocation 

instant.
1. If |T+|=1, then assign the task in T+ to the least expensive 

computing resource in C+.
2. If |T+|> 1 then the tasks in T+ are allocated to the |T+| least 

expensive computing resources in C+. The allocation of tasks to 
this subset of C+ is done in such a way that tasks with the largest 
computational demand (i.e., largest number of cycles) are 
allocated to the fastest computing resources.

• After the execution of rules 1 or 2, 
– the total cost is updated 
– the completion time of each task allocated is updated 
– If T > Tmax, then the least expensive computing resource is removed 

from C+ and the algorithm backtracks to the previous allocation 
instant. 

– The allocation is then attempted again with the reduced C+. If C+ 
becomes empty the heuristic backtracks to the previous allocation 
instant.
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Heuristic Numerical Example
Tmax
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Heuristic Numerical Example
Tmax
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Heuristic Numerical Example
Tmax

T < Tmax
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Concluding Remarks

• Grid architectures provide an interesting 
service-oriented platform for both scientific 
and commercial applications.

• Still open problems: capacity planning, 
performance modeling and analysis.

• Tough problems still requiring more work: 
resource scheduling and allocation.
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